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CEO MESSAGE
The last several months has seen one of the biggest possible challenges
thrown at our industry and our country, as we’ve battled the COVID-19
pandemic which is causing havoc around the globe.
Looking back, the speed with which industry moved to meet the swiftly changing
requirements of governments to keep our industry open, to ensure the safety of our
employees and our communities, is incredible. That we have been able to sustain our
operations through this period is a remarkable achievement.
Across the country travel restrictions are being eased and the success across the nation
in flattening the curve is starting to pay dividend. However, as the recent outbreak in
Victoria demonstrates, the reality is that we will be living with COVID-19 and its impact
for a long time to come.
Our ability to keep our mining and mineral exploration industry open and working is a
significant benefit to the nation but is also becoming a major competitive advantage
globally when many major mining jurisdictions around the world have been closed or
severely limited by tight restrictions.
If Australia can continue to keep COVID-19 in check, our continent will have a clear advantage in attracting new mining investment, as investors
look for opportunities protected from the major impacts of COVID-19.
At the same time, the last 12 months has seen some extremely encouraging exploration results, pointing the way to future projects. And although
these early exploration successes still need to be proven as commercial discoveries, they are showing that the last two years of exploration effort
is starting to pay off. Investors have noticed too, with a wide range of capital raising successfully taking place in the last few months.
For AMEC, this period has been frenetic as we worked to support our members, to get clear information to them about changes that would
impact their business, and ensuring that governments across the country understood the needs of our industry and that any new requirements
were practicable and achievable.
As we now look toward a difficult economic recovery, there are real opportunities to work with government to deliver long sought changes, such
as cutting red tape, reducing administrative costs, and removing barriers to investment and development. Working with our members, AMEC will
be advocating for governments to seize this opportunity to make major changes that can have long term benefits for the development of our
industry and the future of our country.

Warren Pearce

Chief Executive Officer, Association of Mining and Exploration Companies

AMEC IS ON THE MOVE
New office, Level 2, 1 Havelock St, West Perth

After 9 years in Ord Street, AMEC has relocated our office to around the corner
to 1 Havelock Street, on Level 2. While only a short distance from our previous
office, the considerable vacancy rates in West Perth provided an excellent
opportunity to secure improved accommodation at excellent rates, and a longer
period of tenure.
The new premises provides a large board room, a second meeting room, as
well as a better floor plan, which will better accommodate the needs of the
Association, and enable our team to better service and support our members.
AMEC has been aided in making this change by our Corporate Partner,
ACORPP, who have helped identify the premises, negotiate the new lease
agreements and provided support for all of the other arrangements.
We have also been assisted by our Corporate Partners, Allion Partners, in
reviewing and advising on the formal lease agreements, Openet by setting
up the server and network, and by Gallagher in managing our insurance
requirements.
The new office is up and running and we are looking forward to welcoming you
over the next few months. And although our physical address has changed, all
our other contact details remain unchanged.
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AMEC ORDERS OF
AUSTRALIA
DR BRYAN SMITH AM
Dr Bryan Smith was appointed a Member of the Queen’s Order of
Australia (AM) at this year’s Queen’s Birthday Honours. Dr Smith
has for over 40 years contributed to exploration geoscience in
Western Australia and in particular to regolith geochemistry and
landscape development.
For the last 25 years, Dr Smith has volunteered his time,
experience and professionalism to the governance of geoscience
organisations. He has chaired or been a member of AMEC industry
policy committees, and has represented AMEC on policy advisory
committees of the Western Australia Mines Department.
His technical achievements involved the application of cross
disciplinary insights from his doctoral studies into soil science to
exploration geochemistry. Dr Smith’s unique contribution, however,
has been the continuing commitment of his broad professional
geoscience and commercial experience to governance, policy
and planning issues for a wide range of organisations involved in
geoscience and exploration research, government and industry
advocacy.
From 1993 - 2019, he was a Councillor of AMEC, chaired our Mining Legislation Committee and was an active member of the Environment
and Water Committee. Dr Smith’s contributions to the WA Department of Mines and Petroleum have been very influential at a geoscience
and policy level. Since 1993, he represented AMEC on the Department’s Mining Industry Liaison Committee. He has also been a member
of the Geological Survey Liaison Committee since 1995 which is the formal mechanism for stakeholder input into the scope and direction
of Geological Survey of Western Australia (GSWA) programs and which also monitors geoscience quality of GSWA products and services.
With Dr Ross Fardon, Dr Smith co-authored an influential report for Government in 2000 which led to a large increase in GSWA’s funding.
We congratulate Dr SMith on this honour and thank him for his vast contribution to our Association and the wider mining and mineral
exploration industry.

RON MANNERS AO
Ron Manners was awarded General Division Honours for his service to the
minerals and mining sectors as well as to youth-focussed philanthropic
support and educational initiatives.
Born and raised in Kalgoorlie, Mr Manners sat on the AMEC Council
from 1998 to 2000. He is the owner of mining and engineering company
Mannwest Group, which he has chaired since 1955, and the founder and
present chairman of Perth-based think tank Mannkal Economic Education
Foundation.
Mannkal publishes original research and sponsors more than 2,000 students
to internships and conferences domestically and internationally, and Mr
Manners has chaired the foundation since its establishment 23 years ago.
He has also authored several books and articles on mining and economics
and is the recipient of several awards including being inducted into the
Australian Prospectors & Miners’ Hall of Fame as a ‘Living Legend’.
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AMEC COVID-19
ADVOCACY 2020
Mining operations across Australia remain open and AMEC
has been closely involved in ongoing conversations and
negotiations around government policies and restrictions
to make these as practical and achievable as possible for
member companies, enabling work to continue.

At a Commonwealth level, AMEC is still lobbying for financial
assistance for exploration companies and that these
companies be given access to the JobKeeper initiative, or an
alternate measure of financial assistance. Mineral Explorers
are eligible for the Government’s Cash Flow Boost program.

AMEC has worked hard to ensure that exploration is
considered an essential activity in all States and Territories,
ensuring that this work can continue in most areas.

AMEC, along with the Western Australian and Northern
Territory Governments, have successfully advocated to the
Commonwealth Government to lift the Commonwealth
Biosecurity Area requirements, enabling mineral exploration
to recommence without restriction.
The ASX is still looking at the issue of secondary or
subsequent listing fees.

AMEC advocacy has secured the following outcomes:
•
Western Australia has provided an exemption for
exploration expenditure for the next 12 months on
application, reduced the mine safety levy and 3 month
mineral exploration tenement rental fee deferrals on a
case by case basis
•
South Australia has provided a 12 month waiver on
exploration expenditure and a 6 month deferral on
mineral exploration tenement rental fees
•
New South Wales has announced a deferral of
exploration tenure fees and levies for 6 months,
deferral of fees and grant date on new tenure and
acknowledgement of COVID-19 as an extenuating
factor for completion of work programs and in
renewals for the next 12 months
•
Queensland has delivered a 12-month waiver of
rent on exploration land due between April 1 and
September 30, a freeze on fees and charges until 1
July 2021, and brought forward $2.8 million in grant
funds for innovative exploration
•
Victoria has provided a deferral of rents and annual
fees on exploration and retention tenure from six
months until January 2021, consideration of impact of
COVID-19 on exploration expenditure, renewals and
other requirements on a case by case basis
Tasmania has suspended rental payments for
•
exploration licences for 6 months, as well as
exemptions from licence work conditions for up to six
months, with fees for these applications waived.
Following AMEC advocacy the ASX has announced that
the annual listing fees for FY21 will be staggered over
six months and payable by all listed entities in two equal
instalments.

AMEC Member Engagement & Support
COVID-19 has changed the way we live and work and has had
a substantial impact on the mining and mineral exploration
industry. AMEC has been working to support our members
and the broader industry through this challenging period.
AMEC has:
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Provided regular information updates with tailored
information for members
Continued regular committee and working group
meetings, through a virtual format
Worked with governments, industry and other peak
bodies to develop industry frameworks and protocols,
implementation plans, travel orders and restrictions, and
the development of systems to implement the new rules
Responded directly to member concerns, questions and
helped resolve issues with government departments
Shared policies / procedures and plans for dealing with
COVID-19 and new restrictions amongst members
Promoted the efforts of industry to comply with social
distancing, making community contributions and
presenting the positive side of our industry
Developed submissions for financial assistance and cost
relief for explorers and advocated privately and publicly
for their implementation
Surveyed Exploration and Drilling companies to better
understand the immediate impacts of COVID-19 on our
industry and their businesses
Held virtual seminars with vital information regarding
COVID-19 for members.

AMEC is continuing to lobby for expenditure and fee relief,
across the rest of Australia, including:
•

Northern Territory is currently considering relief
measures and is consulting with Land Councils before
a decision is made. AMEC is also requesting Land
Councils provide relief for areas explorers are no
longer able to access.

AMEC PARTNERSHIPS
We would like to sincerely thank our sponsors and commercial partners for their continuing support. AMEC members are
encouraged to utilise their services at every relevant opportunity

FEDERAL
The Federal Government and Parliament have been heavily
concentrated on the COVID-19 response across the nation.
The creation of National Cabinet, combining the Prime Minister
and State and Territory leaders has been co-ordinating
government response and has so far proved an effective
process.
The COVID-19 Commission, headed up by Nev Power,
supported by Federal departments though the National
Co-ordinating Mechanism, has also enabled a co-ordinated
process for industry to feed into and an influential voice within
government for change.
The Federal Government’s JobKeeper program has come
under considerable pressure following the announcement that
the Government had overstated the costs of the program by
$60 billion. Industry has been calling for the broadening of
the program to apply more broadly. The program is now under
review, and despite significant lobbying for the inclusion of
mineral exploration companies and other start-up industries
this now appears highly unlikely.
AMEC is also making recommendations to the Federal
Government around financial assistance and incentive
programs that could help boost our industry and support
economic recovery.
Importantly, last week, the Federal Minister for Resources,
the Hon Keith Pitt MP, announced a $125M extension and
expansion of the Exploring for the Future (EFTF) program, a
world-leading exploration-stimulation program that will expand
its reach to cover the whole of Australia. AMEC has long
advocated for the extension of the program and was a vocal
advocate for its initial creation. The Government’s investment
adds to the $100M previously spent on Geoscience Australia’s
EFTF program and will drive investment and generate jobs.
The EFTF program uses a series of cutting-edge geoscientific
techniques to map the geological structures at unprecedented
scale and detail.
The fourth and final round of the Junior Mineral Exploration
Incentive (JMEI) initial program opened for applications on 1
June 2020, with $35M of allocations available. The final round
has once again been over-subscribed demonstrating the
importance of the program to the industry. Allocations for the
final round will be announced shortly.

The Department of Industry is now undertaking a review of the
program which is expected to be completed by October. AMEC
has made a comprehensive submission (based on available
information on Rounds 1 & 2) and is now updating it with the latest
information to submit into the Department’s review. AMEC is
advocating to extend the JMEI for a further four years, to increase
the annual funding allocation, and allow the carryover of unused
exploration credits.
The statutory review of the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity (EPBC) Act was launched in December 2019 with
the release of a Discussion Paper. AMEC has met with the
Independent Review Panel and provided a number of member
case studies to better illustrate the issues faced by member
companies. AMEC has made a comprehensive submission to the
Review on behalf of members.
The recent destruction of the Juukan Gorge site by RioTinto
has created a considerable stir in the public domain and has
seen a significant negative reaction toward industry. It has
also generated a wide range of calls from traditional owner
representatives bodies for federal legislation in this area, and
there have been a number of motions on this issue in the Federal
Parliament with the matter ultimately being referred to the
Committee for Northern Australia, chaired by Senator Dean Smith.
AMEC will continue to engage with all stakeholders on these
issues.
Finally, Federal Treasury has released a paper on Federal
Investment Reforms that propose a higher level of scrutiny on
all foreign investment. There will be exemptions, but all foreign
investment will be subject to a Ministerial Call-in power. AMEC
has circulated to our Corporate Regulation and Tax Committee
and will make a submission into the process. The submission
will argue against further barriers to foreign investment, which
has been critically important to the development of the mining
industry in Australia.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•

Inclusion of Mineral Explorers in JobKeeper – Treasurer &
ATO
Economic Recovery Submission – COVID-19 Commission
Letter to the Federal Minister for Training
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Western Australia
The lifting of intrastate restrictions and the Commonwealth
Biosecurity Direction leaves only the Aboriginal Remote
Communities Direction and the hard interstate border in place.
Western Australian mineral exploration and mining operations
can now operate largely unhindered. The remote Aboriginal
Communities Direction limits entry to remote Aboriginal
Communities due to concerns of COVID-19.
AMEC has been advocating to the WA Government regarding
the pipeline of projects, and pent up demand, reflected in
projects waiting for approval. AMEC has strongly supported
the Geological Survey undertaking greater precompetitive
work and proposed drawing Exploration Initiative Scheme
funding forward. The engagement of more approvals
staff both in DMIRS and in the Department of Water and
Environmental Regulation (DWER) should lead to faster
approvals across the sector.
The Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) has
restarted the drafting process for the new Aboriginal Heritage
legislation with a draft likely be released to the public in
August.
AMEC has been engaged in the process since the beginning
and held workshops to discuss the conceptual framing of the
legislation. AMEC is advocating for industry to see an early
draft of the proposed amendments to answer outstanding
questions regarding Cultural Heritage Management Plans
(CHMP) and how the agreement making process will work in
practice. DPLH is basing the proposed template to address
this process on the Victorian model.
AMEC is in ongoing discussions with DPLH, has met with the
Minister and will look to hold a workshop with members as
soon as the drafted legislation has been published.
The amendments to the Environmental Protection Act were
read into Parliament in April and have reached the Legislative
Council. AMEC supported the Acts initiatives aimed at
streamlining, creating more efficient and effective practices,
and in removing duplication.
The Index of Biodiversity Surveys for Assessments (IBSA)
Submissions portal, the Index of Marine Survey Assessment,
both initiatives developed by DWER, went live on Monday
30 March 2020. The EPA, DWER and DMIRS required all
electronic environmental data to be submitted through the
online IBSA Submissions portal from 29 March 2020 as part of
the Environmental Online initiative.
The Environmental Online initiative will be complemented
by the new Biodiversity Information Office (BIO) led by the
Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions
(DBCA). The WA Government committed $7.7M of funding
to BIO, combined with a $1.5M commitment from the
Commonwealth, provides a cost-effective system to capture,
store, curate, publish and analyse biodiversity data throughout
WA.

AMEC remains concerned regarding the Government’s
implementation of the election ‘Plan for Our Parks’ commitment
of an additional 5 million additional hectares of Class A
National Park. A second round of consultation has begun
over new areas. The additional areas are being sought due
to a shortfall in area from the first round due to excisions and
other exclusions. Affected companies were contacted by
the Government in mid-June. AMEC is working directly with
affected companies to advocate to Government.
AMEC secured a significant temporary reduction in the Mining
Rehabilitation Fund levy for minerals in brine operations to
Class C ‘Other’ rather than the current evaporation pond rate,
in the highest classification. DMIRS has been proactive in
seeking a more realistic rate for minerals in brine operations,
and continues to engage with AMEC to find a fair rate that
reflects the low impact, large leases and very long mine life of
these projects.
The Office of State Revenue released two draft rulings on
Farm-in arrangements and ‘Things on Land’. Thanks to the
Committee, AMEC were able to provide detailed responses
and is seeking a meeting with the OSR to seek further
clarification.
The Australian tectonic plate moves 8cm north east each
year leading to the need to adjust the Australian datum that
all mineral tenure is based on to maintain ground accuracy.
Previously, a change of about 200 metres occurred in the year
2000 when Australia shifted from the Australian Geodetic
Datum 1984 (AGD84) to the Australian Geocentric Datum 1994
(GDA94). The GDA 2020 adjustment of 1.8 metres will be less
dramatic, but AMEC is working closely with DMIRS to ensure
learnings from the previous two datum movements are applied.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Submission to the Office of State Revenue – Farm In
arrangements
Submission to the Office of State Revenue – Things on
Land
Submission regarding the plumbing regulations and the
definition of water supply
Submission to WA Aviation Strategy
Submission re Mining Rehabilitation Levy on Minerals in
Brine leases
Submission to DMIRS re Geological Survey WA funding
support
Submission to DMIRS re fast track approvals
Letter to Standards Australia re Rare Earths committee
membership
Letter to WA Minister re Visa 417
Submission to Work Health Safety amendments
Submission to the Closing the Loop waste strategy
Submission re Environmental Performance Bonds

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443 or Sam Panickar on 0423 914 249
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
New South Wales
The impact of COVID-19 was the focus for AMEC in NSW this
quarter with key activities including ensuring members were
informed and up to date on the changing requirements, direct
advocacy for industry support from Government, facilitating
webinars to keep members informed and updated and,
most recently, providing Government with recommendations
to support economic recovery. NSW state borders have
remained open but strict Public Health Directions remain in
place, with updated information here.
Following extensive advocacy from AMEC, the NSW
Government announced the relief measures for the minerals
industry in April due to the impact of COVID-19. These include
payment extensions for current titles with an automatic sixmonth grace period; deferred payment of six months for new
Exploration Licence and Assessment Lease applications;
deferred commencement date for newly granted exploration
licences as well as acknowledgement of COVID-19 as an
extenuating factor for completion of work programs and in
renewals for the next 12 months.
To support economic recovery of NSW, AMEC has consulted
closely with Government. Recommendations have included
improving the regulatory framework for NSW, ensuring that
Department of Regional NSW has a growth and collaborative
culture that supports minerals industry investment, extending
the Co-operative Drilling program and updating the NSW
Minerals Strategy.
During this quarter, the NSW Government made an important
structural change with the creation of the Department of
Regional NSW in April. This new department includes Mining
Exploration and Geoscience or MEG (previously the Division of
Resources and Geoscience or DRG) as well as the Resources
Regulator. Further, from mid-July, the NSW Geological Survey
will be restructured into three business units (previously four)
to better align with the three core roles of data acquisition and
interpretation; data collation, management and delivery; and
the provision of expert geoscientific assessment and advice.
AMEC initiated a series of webinars with the theme of ‘Meet
the Government’ as this event format provides the ideal
opportunity to connect members with the key leaders in
Government. These included Meet the Resources Regulator,
Meet MEG (Mining, Exploration and Geoscience) and Meet
NSW Department of Planning, Industry and Environment. The
other webinars that AMEC hosted this quarter included Tax
and Accounting in 2020 for the minerals industry as well as
a Mines and Money 5@5 session featuring the industry and
Governments in NSW and Queensland.
We also hosted monthly member only ‘Virtual Coffee Catchup’
sessions to enable members to connect, discuss issues
important to them and hear the latest from AMEC. These have
enabled members around Australia with interests in NSW to
connect.

Beyond COVID, in a significant step by the NSW Government,
the NSW Deputy Premier released a Strategic Statement on
Coal Exploration and Mining in NSW in June. This document and
accompanying map outlines the future for coal in NSW with a
plan of action in 4 key areas – improving certainty where coal
mining should not occur; supporting responsible coal production
in areas deemed suitable for mining; addressing community
concerns and supporting diversification of coal-reliant regional
economies. AMEC will continue to work with Government to
deliver these actions.
The NSW Statutory Review of the Work Health and Safety
(Mines and Petroleum Sites) Act 2013 and Work Health and
Safety (Mines and Petroleum Sites) Regulation 2014 was also
a key element in this quarter. In our submission, we are calling
for AMEC representation on the NSW Mine Safety Advisory
Council and Mining and Petroleum Competence Board as well as
supporting national harmonised legislation and to ensure that the
WHS regulatory framework is fit for purpose.
AMEC supports the NSW Women in Mining program and has
again this year provided the AMEC scholarship for participation
in the NSW WIMnet Mentoring Program. The scholarship is to
support a place in this program for a woman from the exploration
or emerging miner sector. AMEC also supports the program
by providing a mentor. The program offers women individual
mentoring in a structured process that includes comprehensive
professional matching and has proven results.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies
•
•
•
•

Issues for minerals industry due to the impact of COVID-19 –
relief, advertising, native title etc
Recommendations to support the minerals industry
investment and economic growth in NSW
Statutory Review of NSW Work Health and Safety Act and
Regulation
Publication of reports from live tenure (Sunset clause).

To learn more please contact Lucy McClean
on 0412 283 252

Enhance your business with
WA-based digital, mobile, and
software development experts.
Visit us at discoverydata.com.au
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Northern Territory
The Territory has led Australia with lifting COVID-19 restrictions
due to low rates of infection. The lifting of the Commonwealth
Biosecurity Determination, which was in place across most of
the Territory, and had restricted access, had the largest impact.
AMEC continues to advocate to the Territory Government for
a deferral or waiver of rents, since the majority of tenement
holders were barred access to their tenements by the
Commonwealth Government Biosecurity Determination. The
provisions in the Mining Act remain for companies to write to
the Director for Minerals Titles to seek a deferral, but AMEC
hoped the Government would provide a deferral for all rents
as has been the case in other jurisdictions.
The Territory’s economic recovery response to COVID-19,
“Operation Rebound”, has been launched (Green paper here).
The target is to achieve 5% annual economic growth across
the 2020s, and reaching $40B Gross State Product by 2030,
up from $26B today. An options paper is expected by the end
of July, and submissions have been called for by the end of
July as well.
The impending 22 August Territory Election will place the
Territory Government under the care-taker from 31 July for a
three-week election campaign. Caretaker provisions, explicitly
recognise that after the dissolution of parliament, the business
of government must continue and that “ordinary matters of
administration” must be addressed.
AMEC is seeking meetings with the Government, the Country
Liberal Party and the Territory Alliance to discuss their
policy settings for mining and mineral exploration. The CLP
announced a commitment to Ad Valorem royalty which is
commendable and if implemented would make the Territory
more attractive to investment.
One of the largest commitments the Government has
delivered during this term is the Environmental Protection Act
and the Environment Protection Regulations 2020 , which was
gazetted on 15 April 2020. The Act commenced on 28 June
2020, with the Environment Protection Act 2019 that replaces
the current environmental impact assessment process. AMEC
has been commenting on the guidance material that has
been released by the NT EPA, but is waiting for the technical
guidance which will have the bulk of the needed detail.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
•
•
•
•

South Australia
The South Australian Government’s response to COVID-19
included the first deferral of tenement rentals and expenditure
requirements to lift pressure off the mining and mineral
exploration sector. Interstate and intrastate border restrictions
have also since been lifted, with the APY lands the only area in
the State that still has constraints on travel.
A Government led asymptomatic COVID-19 testing trial
for inbound FIFO workers has been successful. A total of
almost 800 PCR-swab tests were performed, 100% which
were negative. Any company interested in ongoing testing
arrangements should contact Craig Martin, SA Pathology’s
Director, Business Development and Strategy. Learn more
here.
The South Australian Mining Act regulations are anticipated
to be released for comment in August 2020. The regulations
will be the focus of AMEC’s advocacy for the remainder of the
year, and these critical reforms promise to reshape how our
sector is regulated.
The first round of applicants for the $10M Accelerated
Discovery Initiative (ADI) have been announced, with 14
successful companies. Read the full list here. AMEC has been
highly supportive of the ADI as a reboot of the PACE initiative,
as a way of growing mineral exploration in South Australia.
The SA Government is investing $10M to seal the first
50-kilometres of the 472-kilometre Strzelecki Track, beginning
immediately north of Lyndhurst. The project is expected to
commence in the third quarter of this year, with expected
completion in the last quarter of 2021, weather permitting.
AMEC has been calling for the development of infrastructure,
including the Strzelecki Track and the Cape Hardy port
development.
ExploreSA: The Gawler Challenge, global online data-mining
competition closes on 31 July. The challenge is to identify or
predict areas of potential mineralisation within the Gawler
region, using any technique with publicly available data. To
engage, click here.
To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443

Submission to NT EPA - Environmental Impact Statement
Guidance for Proponents
Letter to Treasurer Manison re Cost Relief
Submission to NT EPA re Preparing a Supplementary
Environmental Report - Guidance for proponents
Submission to DBTI re Mineral Investment Strategy

To learn more please contact Neil van Drunen
on 0407 057 443
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Queensland
This quarter has seen some significant activity for AMEC
in Queensland. We have held some diverse events, made
submissions, welcomed new members, seen some new
legislation introduced and commenced and had some effective
outcomes from our advocacy work with the Queensland
Government.
The recent events AMEC has been involved with that had
a Queensland impact or focus included Virtual Boardroom
Lunches and Webinars. Three Virtual Boardroom Lunches were
held this quarter, the first with Mr Dale Last, Shadow Minister
for Natural Resources and Mines; Northern Queensland; the
second was with Dr Anthony Lynham MP, Minister for Natural
Resources, Mines and Energy; and the most recent one was
with Dr Karen Hussey - Deputy Director-General Environmental
Policy & Programs. These were all well attended and we
received very positive feedback from the sessions and the
format. The use of Microsoft Teams made it much easier for
members in North Queensland, WA and SA to all attend.
The webinars and events included:
Mines and Money 5@5 on 28 May – was a collaboration
•
with Mines and Money, The Melbourne Mining Club, AMEC
and Whittle Consulting. This featured the New South Wales
and Queensland Governments and what they are doing
to support the exploration industry during and following
the impact of COVID-19, and also included two AMEC
members, Peel Mining and Hammer Metals.
•
Queensland Industrial Manslaughter Legislation - 29 May
included a presentation from Cameron Dean and Liam
Fraser from McCullough Robertson Lawyers, about the
Mineral and Energy Resources and Other Legislation
Amendment Bill 2020 that was passed in Parliament in
May.
•
AMEC Webinar on NAIF support and Metro Mining case
study – 3 June – where we heard from NAIF and Metro
Mining (who are recent NAIF recipients) to learn more
about this facility, the eligibility criteria and the approval
process.
•
APAC Online 25 June
On the advocacy front, the State Government released an
exploration stimulus package to help keep the pipeline of
future resources projects and jobs flowing as Queensland
recovers from the impact of COVID-19. The package included
a 12-month waiver of rent on exploration land due between
April 1 and September 30, a freeze on fees and charges until
1 July 2021, and brought forward $2.8M in grant funds for
innovative exploration. This was followed up with an additional
announcement of $10M for exploration grants of up to
$200,000 over four years.
AMEC in Queensland has been working with DNRME on
Reporting Reforms and data confidentiality timeframes. The
GSQ Open Data Portal, GSQ Lodgement Portal, New industry
reporting requirements practice directions and Minerals and
coal data confidentiality changes will be launched or come into
effect on 3 August.

The majority of those changes commenced on 25 May 2020.
We will be hosting a webinar addressing this in July.
The NROLA Proclamation will commence all remaining
provisions of the NROLA Act on 1 July 2020
The Mineral and Energy Resources and Other Legislation
Amendment Act 2020 (MEROLA) Proclamation provides
for three separate commencement dates for all remaining
provisions in the MEROLA Act. The amendments commencing
1 July 2020 are the remaining resource health and safety
amendments, including the industrial manslaughter
provisions. The amendments commencing 7 September
2020 are the financial assurance reforms and improvements
to resource regulatory efficiency under the Resource Acts.
The amendments commencing 1 January 2021 are to amend
the South-East Queensland Water (Distribution and Retail
Restructuring) Act 2009 to provide for greater transparency
around south east Queensland distributor-retailer infrastructure
charges.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of
member companies:
•
•

Resource Industry Recovery Agenda – June (Joint
Submission with QRC)
Abandoned Mines Risk and Prioritisation Framework –
April

To learn more please contact Kate Dickson on 0455 743 329

NEED HELP WITH TALENT ATTRACTION
AND MANAGEMENT?

FREE TALENT
CONSULTING FOR
AMEC MEMBERS
No catch. Just great advice.

BOOK 1/2 DAY WITH ONE OF OUR EXPERT
CONSULTANTS AND GET HELP YOUR WITH YOUR
TALENT STRATEGY
We've been helping mining and resources companies to
attract, hire and retain talent for over 12-years. We
understand your challenges and we have consultants
available throughout July and August.

CLICK HERE TO CONTACT US

The Natural Resources and Other Legislation Amendment Act
2019 (NROLA) introduced fundamental changes to the way
exploration and mining tenure are regulated in Queensland.
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STATES &
TERRITORIES
Victoria & Tasmania
The Victorian Government has acted to support the minerals
industry following the impact of COVID-19 as well as the
summer bushfires and announced support in May. This
includes deferral on rents and annual fees until January 2021
for all exploration licences, prospecting licences and retention
leases as well as acknowledgement of the potential impact
of COVID-19 on exploration expenditure, renewals and other
requirements (application needed on a case by case basis).
Victorian state borders remain open but note the strict Public
Health Directions are in place with further information here.
The closure of local and regional newspapers due to COVID
has necessitated changes for industry. After consultation
with AMEC, Earth Resources Regulation has advised that
new applications for exploration licences will continue to
be received by Government. New advertising guidelines
have been released to provide for the closure of regional
newspapers with new tenure applications needing to be
advertised on alternate websites and newspapers.
The keenly anticipated North Central Victorian Goldfields
Ground Release has been delayed, with Earth Resources
advising that the outcome of the evaluation of tender
responses is now expected in the ‘second half of 2020’.
To support economic recovery, AMEC has provided
the Victorian Government with a detailed submission.
Recommendations include delivery of actions in the State of
Discovery: Minerals Strategy 2018-2028, extend the TARGET
co-funding program, maintain or reduce current fees, levies
and royalties, and ensuring that Earth Resources has a growth
culture that supports industry investment in Victoria.
In other policy areas, the Victorian Government continues
the work on rehabilitation following the recent release of the
Strategy for Rehabilitation and Guideline on Rehabilitation
Plans. AMEC, as a member of the stakeholder group that is
being consulted on for changes to rehabilitation requirements
in Victoria, is reviewing an update on the rehabilitation bond
calculator that was last updated in February 2011, with the
proposed changes to bring significant increases in bond costs.
AMEC also continues to consult with the Victorian Government
on a cloud-based tenure management system to replace
RAMS. The new RMS Victoria is now in development with a
scheduled release for May 2021. AMEC and members have
been invited to participate in the working group that will be the
focus for consultation on this important change for Victoria.
Through this period, AMEC has initiated monthly member only
‘Virtual Coffee Catchup’ sessions for members with interests
in Victoria to enable members to connect, discuss issues
important to them and hear the latest from AMEC. These have
enabled members around Australia with interests in Victoria to
connect regularly.

AMEC will also be extending the series of webinars with the
theme of ‘Meet the Government’ to Victoria in July with a ‘Meet
Earth Resources’. This webinar will enable the industry to meet
the entire leadership team at Earth Resources and ensure their
questions are answered – one not to miss!
In Tasmania, the Explorer Support Package was announced in
June following advocacy by AMEC. Key elements of the Explorer
Support Package include suspension of rental payments for
exploration licences for the next 6 months; exemptions from
licence work conditions for up to six months, with fees for these
applications waived as well as a waive for application fees for
the surrender or extension of term of exploration licences. This
is in addition to the six-month extension of Exploration Drilling
Grant Initiative (EDGI) Round 3 completion dates, the opening
of EDGI Round 4 for applications and the freeze on government
fee increases for 2020/21 financial year. AMEC continues to work
with Government on the implementation and administration of the
package.
Tasmanian borders currently remain closed to international
and interstate travel. All non-essential travellers arriving in
Tasmania are currently required to enter quarantine for 14 days
in government provided accommodation on arrival in Tasmania.
Eligible Tasmanian residents must complete their 14 days of
quarantine at their residence. Further details here.
To support industry, the Minister for Resources in Tasmania, Guy
Barnett, has announced that nine successful projects will share
in over $500,000 in grants from the third round of Exploration
Drilling Grant Initiative funding. The program supports discovery
of new projects, away from existing mines to support for the longterm future of Tasmania’s mining industry.
Mineral Resources Tasmania has also released the Good Practice
Guide for Management of Acid and Metalliferous Drainage in
Tasmania and is available here.
AMEC has made the following submissions on behalf of member
companies:
•
•
•

Issues for minerals industry due to the impact of COVID-19
in Tasmania and Victoria – relief, advertising, fact sheets,
administration of support etc
Recommendations to support the minerals industry
investment and economic growth in Victoria
Review of Victorian Rehabilitation Bond Calculator.

To learn more please contact Lucy McClean
on 0412 283 252
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AMEC ONLINE
EVENTS
COVID-19 has presented AMEC with the opportunity to run a series of video meeting and webinars over the past three
months. These online virtual events have offered members throughout Australia the chance to be involved in national
and state-based meetings with senior Ministers and government representatives.
Thank you to our AMEC members who hosted events. If you’re interested in viewing any of the events from this
quarter please email events@amec.org.au
NAVIGATING DISRUPTION WEBINAR 8 APRIL
The outbreak of COVID-19 is unprecedented, and is impacting all industries and
companies in many different ways. McCullough Robertson hosted an AMEC webinar
on the effects of COVID-19 specific to the mining and exploration sector.

TAX AND ACCOUNTING SEMINAR 11 JUNE
Rothsay hosted an AMEC workshop on what the minerals industry needs to know
about accounting and tax in 2020. It focussed on Government incentives that are
available to the minerals industry, the newly introduced Whistleblower Policy regulation
which is mandatory to all publicly listed companies and an accounting update which
will cover the implications of the new accounting standard for leases, going concern
risk and recent updates from the regulators.
OTHER AMEC ONLINE EVENTS HELD THIS QTR
APRIL

AMEC AGM									7 April
Navigating Disruption Webinar							8 April
WA Virtual Boardroom Lunch with Hon Bill Johnston,
Minister for Mines and Petroleum							9 April
Virtual Boardroom Lunch with Mr Dale Last,
Shadow Minister for Natural Resources and Mines 					
23 April
WA Virtual Boardroom Lunch with Matt Keogh,
Federal Shadow Minister for Western Australian Resources				
29 April

MAY

Community Confidence Webinar							1 May
Meet the NSW Resources Regulator							7 May
Meeting with Rohan Cobcroft, Director, Geological Survey of SA				
14 May
Meeting with Ian Scrimgeour, Northern Territory Geological Services			
15 May
WA Virtual Boardroom Lunch with Tom Hatton,
Chair, WA Environmental Protection Authority						
28 May
QLD Industrial Manslaughter Webinar						29 May

JUNE

QLD Virtual Boardroom Lunch with Hon Anthony Lynham,
Minister for Natural Resources, Mines and Energy					
2 June
How to access support from NAIF webinar						
3 June
Meet NSW MEG (Mining, Exploration and Geoscience)					
4 June
Raising capital webinar								18 June
QLD Deputy Director-General
Environmental Policy & Programs Virtual Boardroom Lunch				
18 June
WA Virtual Boardroom Lunch with Mike Rowe, Director General,
Department of Water and Environmental Regulation					
23 June
NSW Meet Department of Planning, Industry and Environment				
30 June
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AMEC EVENTS

SAVE THE DATE
Save these dates for events planned for the remainder of 2020
QLD Webinar - NROLA is here! How will impact my tenure? 			
15 July
WA Webinar – Path to Economic Recovery					
22 July
VIC Webinar – Meet Earth Resources						
23 July
WA Networking Event								30 July			
Critical Minerals Webinar 							4 August
Safety Webinar with Allion Partners						
5 August
AMEC Investor briefing								22 August
NSW Workshop - Unravelling Regulation 						
1 September
WA Environment Seminar							2 September
NSW Boardroom lunch with NSW Deputy Premier, Hon John Barilaro		
29 September
VIC Boardroom Lunch with VIC Minister for Resources, Hon Jaclyn Symes		
7 October
20 October
WA Golf Day at Lake Karrinyup Country Club, WA					
AMEC Investor Briefing 								14 November
QLD End of Year Event								17 November
NSW End of Year Event								18 November
SA End of Year Event								19 November
10 December
Awards Dinner at State Reception Centre, Kings Park				

OUT & ABOUT
The AMEC team will soon be regularly out and about promoting the industry and the work of the Association.
In the third and fourth quarter we will be attending the following industry events.
RIU Resurgence Conference Perth						15-16 September
Paydirt Australian Nickel Conference 						6 October
Diggers & Dealers								12-14 October
IMARC 										27-29 October
Africa Down Under 								4-6 November
Noosa Mining and Exploration Conference 					11-13 November
NT Resources Week 								11-12 November
The South Australian Exploration and Mining Conference
(SAEMC)
								27 November

HELPING
YOU THRIVE
IN A CHANGING WORLD
MOORE. THE NEW BRAND FOR MOORE STEPHENS
Get in touch today
T +61 8 9225 5355
www.moore-australia.com.au

Emergency Response | Medical Services | Security Services
Emergency Response & Medical Training

parabellum.com.au
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FUNCTION & EVENT
ETIQUETTE
Doug Bowie
AMEC Memerbership & Business Development Manager
With the easing of COVID-19 restrictions, there will be a number of functions and industry events to attend, giving
everyone a chance to resume networking in person after four months of zoom, skype and teams. AMEC has planned a
number of functions ranging from boardroom lunches to larger gatherings, such as members only networking functions,
a golf day in WA, and our annual awards dinner, as well as full seminars on many of the most pressing issues facing our
industry.
As we move into what will be the busiest few months we have ever experienced for major resources events and
meetings, it is an opportunity to reflect on the new norms and expectations post COVID-19.
The aim of these events is to share information that would be useful to each other and to promote and connect (in a
short time frame) within the wider resources industry. Many of you will feel like there is so much to do and so little time
to do it. However, the most important thing to do is to RELAX and ENJOY! If you put too much pressure on yourself,
people will notice, and avoid you. There will be many more chances over the coming months to make contact with
people.
First off, some basic tips for all of us:
• Enjoy the quality people around you as well as the refreshments.
• We know you believe that your products/services or your exploration/mining company is the most important and
vital thing in the resources industry but not everyone sees it that way.
• Everyone’s time is precious including yours so don’t abuse your contact time.
• If you really need to see a special contact, and you spot them whilst talking to someone else, please explain why
you need to go, and then try to swap business cards before you depart.
• Even though social distancing requirements will be relaxed within Western Australia from July 18, some people will
be cautious re handshakes and their proximity to other people. Please ensure to respect the boundaries of other
people you meet.
For service providers, please note the following:
• Take the time to ascertain what everyone around you does and what is their focus to see if you fit in now, or in the
future.
• If a potential customer says they are not the right person, or says they are not interested, please just go about your
business rather than go on about what you have. This is not the time for a sales pitch but to get to know each other.
• Send a brief introductory email/linkedin message etc within a couple of days to establish communication and see
what develops.
• Also, if you are at an investment focussed conference, NEVER EVER get between a resources company MD and an
Investor, stockbroker, or fund manager. It might cost you a contract. Managing Directors attending these types of
conferences are there to raise and secure capital, not obtain new services.
For Explorers or Miners:
• Please make the time to attend these functions as you may gain valuable information or find something useful that
can assist your project(s).
• If you are not the right person from your company to talk about a specific area or potential relationship, or are not
interested, please let them know quickly and offer a best path or alternative contact.
• If you receive an email/message from an industry supplier soon after the event, please reply honestly and
courteously. Do not ghost that person.
These basic guidelines are there to ensure everyone enjoys themselves, gets value out of their time there in their busy
schedule, and will return to new events when they are held.
We hope you get to enjoy many functions over the rest of the year.
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AMEC AWARDS

Nominations are open for the 2020 AMEC Awards
Each year the Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) presents a number of prestigious industry
awards to recognise the outstanding contributors to the mineral exploration and mining industry.
Nominations for the 2020 AMEC Prospector, Environment, Community and Media awards have opened.
The prestigious AMEC Prospector Award is for individual endeavour in the field of mineral exploration. The award is
made in recognition of the discovery itself, as well as those that discovered it.
The AMEC Environment Award is presented to a company that goes above and beyond in their management of
environmental impacts or is developing innovative methods to achieve better long term environmental outcomes.
The AMEC Community Contribution Award reflects the increasing importance of partnerships between mineral
exploration and mining companies and the communities they operate in. It recognises companies who are
collaborating with the community in emerging and established partnerships to provide sustainable and enduring
benefits to communities.
The AMEC Media Awards have been running since 1985 and recognise excellence in journalism covering the Australian
mineral exploration and mining industry. There are two Media Award categories – Electronic/Online and Print.
Nominations close at 5.00pm Friday 25 September 2020.
All award winners will be announced at the AMEC Awards Dinner held on Thursday 10 December 2020 at the State
Reception Centre, Kings Park, Western Australia.

HARLSAN
INDUSTRIES
For over 25 Years we’ve kept you drilling
Perth & Kalgoorlie based RC & DTH Drilling
Equipment Manufacturer.
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WELCOME TO OUR
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